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INTRODUCTION 
A localization of a category with left limits C is a full reflective sub- 
category [L of @ whose reflection is left exact, the classical example being 
that of localizing a ring R at a prime ideal p: the category of R,-modules 
is a full subcategory of the category of R-modules, and the inclusion has a 
left adjoint -0 R,; to say that the reflection is left exact is simply 
paraphrasing in categorical terms the fact that R, is flat as an R-module. 
Another class of examples arises when a small left exact category C is 
equipped with a Grothendieck-topology r’: the category of sheaves with 
respect to r is a localization of the category of presheaves on C. 
Now, any localization IL of C induces a universal closure operation j, on 
@, and (under quite reasonable assumptions on CZ) L appears as the 
category of “sheaves” with respect to jL, in the sense that the objects 
of IL are precisely those that are orthogonal with all the j,-dense 
monomorphisms of C. In the examples above, as well as in their classical 
generalizations, where C is any abelian category of additive presheaves, 
resp. any elementary topos, this correspondence between localizations and 
sheaf-categories via universal closure operations is bijective (cf. [4, 61). In 
a previous paper [2], F. Borceux and the author considered the case of 
locally presentable categories, and we isolated a special class of universal 
closure operations that, again, turn the correspondence between localiza- 
tions and sheaf-categories into a bijective one. However, in all the examples 
we had in mind, any universal closure operation belongs to that class, so 
we wondered whether it is really special. We show in this paper that it is. 
The search for a counterexample has to face the following fact: sheaf- 
categories and localizations agree in any category C of models of an 
algebraic theory, provided C has stable extensions, i.e., one has that if A is 
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a submodel of B, then A[x] is a submodel of B[x]--here A[x] stands for 
the extension of A obtained by freely adding one element. Now, this latter 
stability condition is something most algebraists would give for granted: 
who wonders about the fact that if a ring A is a subring of B, then the ring 
A[.u] of polynomials over A is a subring of B[x], and similarly for groups, 
modules, etc? However, the problem of characterizing such theories is 
open. And since our counterexamples exhibit a strong form of instability of 
extensions, they might be interesting for that reason, too. 
In spite of the “pathological” phenomenae we investigate in this paper, 
the algebraic theories we present are quite familiar: they describe varieties 
of groups with very natural features. The fact that, nonetheless, fairly 
involved techniques are needed in order to establish our results is not 
surprising, since it is well-known that colimits (such as free extensions) are 
generally difficult to deal with in algebraic categories. In particular, tcj 
prove that a given morphism is not manic, necessarily requires a good 
solution to word problems. 
1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Throughout this section @ is some fixed locally presentable category. 
Thus (cf. [5]) we may view C as the category of models of a theory 
described by a-limits for some regular cardinal a(, i.e., 
@ z Lex( Pop, Set ), 
where P is the category of a-presentable objects of @, and Lex stands for 
functors that preserve cc-limits. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A universul closure operation j on C associates with 
every subobject A ,-+ B another subobject j(A) w B called the closzne of A 
in B, in such a way that 
(i) A <j(A); 
(ii) A,< A2 impliesj(A,)<j(,4,); 
(iii) j(jL4)) <j(A); 
(iv) j‘-‘(j(A)) =j(f-‘(A)) for any morphismfof C with codomain B. 
1.2. DEFINITION. With respect to a given universal closure operation j 
on Cc we say: 
(i) a subobject A ti B is j-closeti in B if j(A) = A, and j-dense if 
j(A)= B; 
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(ii) a morphism f: A + B is j-nzonic if the diagonal 3, is j-dense in 
the kernel-pair off; 
(iii) an object is a j-sheaf if it is orthogonal with all j-dense sub- 
objects of the representables (i.e., objects of P). 
1.3. Remarks. (i) Two universal closure operations on @ agree as 
soon as both define the same dense subobjects of the representables. 
When @ is in particular the category of models of an algebraic theory T 
(a Lawvere-theory), then a universal closure operation on C is already 
determined by the dense subobjects of U(l), the free model of U on one 
generator. 
(ii) In [3] we give a characterization of those families of subobjects 
of the representables that arise as dense subobjects for some universal 
closure operation. This axiomatization shows that universal closure opera- 
tions on a locally presentable category C z Lex(Pop, Set) actually 
correspond to “continuous” Grothendieck-topologies on P. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Let IL be a localization of C, i.e., a full reflective 
subcategory of C such that the reflector is left exact. Associate with every 
subobject A * B the subobject j,(il) of B by the following pullback: 
jdp 1 - rA 
I I 
B - rB 
where r is the reflector, and B -+ rB is the universal arrow. 
It is readily shown that j,L is a universal closure operation on C-we say 
it is induced by [L-having as dense morphisms those monies that are 
inverted by the reflection. Moreover, the corresponding sheaf-category is 
precisely [L (for details cf. [l]). Thus any localization is a sheaf-category. 
As to the converse, the main result of this paper is that it does not hold 
in general. However, the full category of sheaves with respect to a given 
closure operation is always a reflective subcategory of @, and in [2] we 
give a characterization of those universal closure operations that are 
induced by a localization. When C is in particular the category of models 
of an algebraic theory T, our characterization specializes to: 
1.5. THEOREM. A unizlersal closure operation j on C = MOD T is induced 
b-y a locali,-ation if and only if the following holds: 
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(*) .for any j-dense subobject A of some free T-model T(n) in II 
generators (n finite), the induced morphism 
-4 lt U(t)-+T(n) Y T(l) 
is j-manic. 
Note that A lt T( 1) is precisely the extension .4 [xl, i.e., the model of U 
obtained when freely adding one element x to A. Also, when C = MOD ?r 
has stable extensions, i.e., for any manic m: Aw B the’ induced 
homomorphism A V T( 1) + B lt T( 1) is again manic, then condition (*) is 
satisfied for any universal closure operation on @. This is because any 
manic is j-manic (recall that a morphism is manic if and only if its kernel- 
pair agrees with the diagonal of its domain). 
2. SQUARE-ABELIAN GROUPS 
We devote this section to showing that unstable extensions do not prevent 
localizations and sheaf-categories from being the same. In [2] we gave an 
example exhibiting this phenomenon, but it was somewhat unsatisfactory: 
not only was it extremely artificial, it was also trivial insofar as no non-trivial 
sheaf-categories occur in that case. We give here a better example, and we 
do so in detail. We think indeed that this might offer an opportunity for 
providing some insight into the phenomenon of unstable extensions, and 
furthermore for illustrating the various notions introduced so far. 
Consider the theory U of groups satisfying the law 
(with multiplicative notation for the group-structure). A group being 
abelian precisely when ~7~’ = (xy)” holds for all II E N), the lemma below 
explains why we call these groups square-abelian. Since our law holds in 
Z( + ), the free group on one generator is also the free square-abelian group 
on one generator. Thus, to extend freely a model of % by one element 
means to form its coproduct with Z( + ) in MOD 8. Now, consider A = 42 
and B = Z. Clearly the inclusion of ,4 in B defines a manic in MOD II. 
Also, B[x] = Z lL Z = T(1) lL U( 1) = U(2), i.e., B[x] is the free U-model 
on two generators, 1 and X. On the other hand, there is an isomorphism 
between 42 and Z, thus A[x], too, is isomorphic with U(2). The relations 
that hold inside A[x] among its generators 4 and N are therefore exactly 
those that hold among any two elements in any model of T. In particular, 
the two composites 4. x3 and x3 .4 are different in A[x] because in the 
481’140 7-x 
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group of quaternions j. i3 # i3 . j. We claim that 4 .x3 and x3 .4 are 
however identified under the extension of the natural inclusion A 4 B. 
Indeed, when viewed in B (or in B[x]), 4 appears as 1 + 1 + 1 + 1-i.e., as 
l4 in multiplicative notation-and one sees easily that y4x3 =x3y4 is a law 
of T. The point is that inside 42, there is no way of detecting that 4 is of 
type Y’, so this fact is ignored in A[x], whereas in B and in B[x] it 
becomes apparent. 
As to universal closure operations on MOD T, they are readily found. 
For a fixed set P of prime numbers, denote by N(P) the set containing 1 
as well as all positive integers whose prime-factors are in P. Given any 
manic A =-+ B in MOD T, define 
~,(A):=(~EB\~"EA for some rz~N(p)}. 
To show that the operation j, has properties (i)-(iv) of universal closure 
operations is straightforward, but to see that j,(A) is again a subgroup of 
B requires the following 
7.1. LEMMA. For any square k E N one has in T the 1m 
ProoJ We note first of all that modulo 12, any square k satisfies 
k- 0, 1, 4, or 9. Next observe that for any k? ~~+‘y~+’ =(.xJJ)~+’ is equiv- 
alent with xkyk = (1)~)~ in any group; in particular x3y3 = ( YX)~ holds in T. 
Moreover, in T one has x3~j4 =y4x3. Using these two facts, one finds that 
for k E 0 mod 12, U satisfies even (xy)& = ( J~x)” = ,yk~vk, and now the claim 
follows easily. 1 
Thus any set P of primes defines a universal closure operation j, on 
MOD U. Conversely, as a consequence of Remark 1.3(i), any universal 
closure operation j on MOD U is of type jP, where P is the set of primes 
that generate a j-dense subobject of Z( + ). 
We now use the criterion provided by Theorem 1.5 in order to show that 
any universal closure operation on MOD T is induced by a localization. Let 
A H U(n) be j,-dense. This means that for each of the generators x1, . . . . X, 
of U(n) there is some N~E N(P) with XT EA. Therefore, if k is the square of 
the product of the ni, one has the following: (i) kE N(P); (ii) XFEA for 
each in (1, . . . . n}; (iii) any U-model G is equipped with an endomorphism 
$: XH ,yk (the latter holds according to our lemma). Consider the exten- 
sion p: A[x] + U(n)[x] which we must prove to be j,-manic, as-well as the 
homomorphism cp: T(~)[x] + A[x] defined by the assignments cp( v) := yk 
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for any 4’ belonging to the set (x,, . . . . x,, X) of generators of $n)[?c]. The 
composite 
is nothing but the endomorphism $ of A[x] we considered previously. 
Thus, for any two elements r~ and /I of A[x] one has that p(x) =&jI) 
implies ak = /I”. Since k E N(P), this means that (a, j?) lies in the closure of 
the diagonal d of A(s), hence A is dense in the kernel-pair of p. 
3. A SPECIAL CLASS OF GROUPS WITH OPERATORS: 
M-GROUPS WITH A CENTRALIZER 
We describe in this section a class of algebraic theories among which we 
shall find counterexamples to the classical situation, where sheaf-categories 
and localizations agree on MOD T. In particular, the category of models 
of those theories exhibits a strong form of instability of extensions. It may 
be worthwhile mentioning that there is no hope of finding counterexamples 
among theories of modules over a ring: first, we have the extensive analysis 
of Gabriel [4], in which the link between localizations and sheaf-categories 
is established via the so-called Gabriel-Grothendieck-topologies that 
correspond precisely to universal closure operations. Anyway, whenever an 
algebraic category is additive, it has stable extensions because extensions 
then are biproducts (cf. [7]). So the result of Gabriel is recovered by 
Theorem 1.5 above. It is the more remarkable that counterexamples do 
arise within the natural generalization of the theory of modules over a ring, 
namely in the theory of groups acted on by a monoid. We emphasize this 
parallelism in our notation. 
3.1. M-Groups with a Centralizer. Let A4 be a monoid. We write a S 
or ab for the composite of two elements of &f, and we denote the unit of 
M by e. For a group G-whether abelian or not-we denote the composi- 
tion by + and the unit by 0; the inverse of an element g is denoted by 9. 
With this notation, a group G is an A.!!-group if there is an action of M on 
G, i.e., a map from M x G to G associating with each (a. g) an element a. g 
(or ag) of G in such a way that 
(Al) a.(bg)=(abj.g, and 
(AZ) e.g=g 
hold for all a, b E M and g E G, and moreover 
(A3) a.(g+g’)=a.g+a.g’ 
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for all a EM and g, g’ E G; in other words, each a +I4 acts as an 
endomorphism of G. For some fixed element c of M we require as our last 
axiom that it be “centralizing,” i.e., 
(A4) c.g+g’=g’+c.g for all g, g’EG. 
When an M-group satisfies (A4), we call it an MC-group, and we write 
G(M,.) for the category of M,.-groups (with homomorphisms preserving the 
action of M). 
3.2. EXAMPLES. Clearly, any module over a ring R may be viewed as an 
MC-group if we let M be the multiplicative monoid of the ring (forgetting 
its additive structure) and take any element of R as centralizer. When M 
is the free monoid on one generator N( + ) and, say c = 3, an M,.-group is 
a group G together with an endomorphism 1’ such that ~$Y(Y(G))) is 
contained in the center of G. For M = Z2(. ), any group carries a natural 
structure of MC-group with c = 0 as centralizer: simply define 1 .g = g and 
0. g = 0 for all gE G. The converse does not hold: a general structure 
of Zz( .)-group with 0 as centralizer is given by a group together with 
an idempotent endomorphism into its center. For example, when 
G = GL(n, !I%), one may define the action of 0 on a matrix A letting 0. A be 
the scalar matrix with the nth root of Jdet Al on the diagonal. For abelian 
groups axiom (A4) becomes useless; these groups carry a nice structure of 
Z,( + )-group with 1 . g defined to be the inverse of g. But again, when 
M= Z,( + ), a general structure of M,.-group with 1 as centralizer is given 
by a group G together with an endomorphism y whose values lie in the 
center of G, and satisfying y2 = id, i.e., an involution. 
4. TOWARDS A SOLUTION OF WORD PROBLEMS IN G(M,) 
Colimits are usually difficult to handle in algebraic categories, and the 
situation becomes till worse when partial commutativity-laws uch as (A4) 
are involved. One of the nice features of G(M,) is that it is an exception 
in this regard: there is a fairly good solution of the word problem for 
several types of colimits in this category. 
4.1. THEOREM. Suppose a set S comes equipped with the following 
structure: 
(Sl) an action Mx S+ S associating with (a, s) an element a-s or as 
of S such that axioms (Al ) and (A2) of 3.1 hold; 
(S2) a map S + S associating with s E S an element S of S satisfying 
s=s and a.S=G; 
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(S3) a synmetric binary relation R such that (s, t)E R implies 
(S, t) E R for all s and t in S. 
Any such data determines an M,.-group G(S, R) and a map f: S -+ G(S, R), 
such that “for all a E M and s, t E S one has: 
(i) f(a.s)=a.f(s); 
(ii) f(s) =fm; 
(iiij (s, t)ER+f(s) andf(t) commute; 
(iv) f is universal with respect to (i)-(iii), i.e., for any M,.-group G and 
any map cp: S-t G subject to (ii-(iii J, one has a unique factorization of cp as 
f followed by a morphism @: G(S, R) + G of G(M,.). 
Before proving the theorem, let us see what it is good for: 
4.2. EXAMPLES. (i) Free M,-groups: in order to construct the free M,.- 
group on one generator s, define S(s) to be the set of pairs of type (a, xi 
or (a, Z) with aE M (for rigorists: let S(.Y) := Mx {x> x (0, l‘,, and write x 
for (x. 0) and X for (x, 1)). Let M act trivially on S(x), i.e., define 
a’ . (a, Vx j = (a’ . a, s), and similarly for ?r instead of X. Thus (a, x) = a(e, x), 
and so we must define (a, X) to be (a, s j, and (a, Z) to be (a, X) if we want 
(S2). We let R be the empty relation. If our theorem is true, then 
G(S(X), 121) must be T( 1). Similarly, for a set X, letting S(X) be the disjoint 
union of S(X) when x varies in X, the free M,-group generated by X must 
be G(S(J’), $3). 
(ii) Coproducts of groups of type G(S, R): if the theorem holds, then 
clearly UiEI G(S,, Ri) turns out to be G(S, R), where S is the disjoint 
union of the Sj, and R is the disjoint union of the Ri. 
(iii) We shall see at the end of this section that for MC-groups of type 
G(S, R), any subset of S generates in G(S, R) an M,.-group that is again of 
type G(S’, R’). 
4.3. Construction of G(S, Rj. In order to prove (4.1), we proceed as 
follows. On the set S* of finite sequences of elements of S, we try to find 
an equivalence-relation such that the corresponding quotient-set becomes 
the carrier of G(S, Rj, and a sequence 0 = (s,, . . . . s,)ES* represents the 
elements,+ . . . + s,~ of G(S, R). Thus, in view of axiom (A3) we define for 
any sequence li = (sl, . . . . s,) 
a.a:=(a.s,,...,a.s,~) for any a E M, 
and when another sequence z = (t r, . . . . t,,) is given, we let 
fs + z:= m := (Sl) . ..) s,,, t,, . . . . t,,). 
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For two elements and I of S, let us write 
whenever one of the following conditions is satisfied 
(i) s=t or s=i; 
(ii) there is a EM and a pair (s’, t’) of elements of S such that 
(s, t) = a. (s’, t’), and either (s’, t’) E R, or for some z E S one has s’ = c . z or 
t’ = c . z. 
Clearly, in G(S, R) we must have s + t = t + s whenever s a t. Therefore 
any two sequences fl and r of S* must be equivalent in G(S, R) if the 
following holds: for some component si of 0 one has si ~1 ,si+ i, and r is 
obtained from d by interchanging si and si+ i. Let us write 
whenever this happens. Similarly, we write 
if for some iE (1, . . . . n - 1) one has si = si+ ,, and r is the sequence 
obtained from 0 when si and si+ , are omitted. We let G(S, R) be the 
quotient-set of S* with respect to the equivalence generated by the rela- 
tions cc and D, and we write [a] for the element of G(S, R) represented 
by 6. It is now a matter of pure routine in abstract nonsense to verify that 
the following definitions do not depend on the choice of representatives, 
and actually turn G(S, R) into an MC-group with the desired properties: 
- a.[o] := [a.o] 
- [a]+[T]:=[a+T] 
- [o] := [(S;;, . . . . TJ] when c = (s,, . . . . s,) 
- 0 := [I@], a being the empty sequence in S*. 
4.4. The Decision-Procedure. In order to tackle the word problem for 
MC-groups of type G(S, R) we have to elaborate a little. We use throughout 
notation from Section 4.3. 
DEFINITION. Given two elements 0 and r in S * and an integer Y 2 0, a 
path of length r from rs to T is a sequence P = (co, . . . . a,) of elements of S* 
such that g,,=g, gr=r, and for each iE (1, . . . . r- l> the pair (a;, oi+,) lies 
in one of the relations ;o, D, or 4. We say P is descending if no (gi, a,+i) 
lies in 4, and we call P horizontal if each (oi, bi+ r) lies in m. When c and 
t are connected by a horizontal path, we write ~7 z r. An element p of S* 
is said to be reduced if any descending path starting from p is horizontal. 
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Clearly [o] = [s] holds if and only if there is a path from u to r. 
whereas the existence of a horizontal path from D to r means that fl and 
t are equivalent under the equivalence generated on S* by w alone. Note 
that for a given c E S*, the number of z that are connected with c by a 
horizontal path is finite: if c = (s, , . . . . s,), any such T agrees necessarily with 
(S X(l)? ..‘? s,,,,)) for some permutation 7-r on II elements. If g is not reduced, 
some r E [o] contains a pair of type (s, S) for some s E S, hence r D ? holds 
for the sequence 7’ obtained from 7: when (.s, S) is deleted. This 7’ then has 
two components less than (T. By induction on the number of components 
of 0 we find therefore: 
LEMMA 1. For an.v g E S* there is a descending path jjom CJ to son72 
reduced element. 
Of course we cannot expect any a to be connected with a unique reduced 
p, for any p’ satisfying p’= p does as well. But since there are only finite 
many such p’, we should be happy if we could prove the following 
Claim. If p and p’ are both reduced, then [p] = [p’J implies p z p’. 
This would mean that equality in G(S, Rj is decidable without any need 
for “climbing,” i.e., for exploring the (infinitely many!) ascending paths that 
open up when more and more pairs of type (s, S) are inserted in a given 
sequence. Some preliminaries are necessary. 
DEFINITION. If P=(a,, . . . . a,) is a horizontal path, we associate with P 
a permutation nnp on n elements (n being the number of components of gO- 
and therefore of each a occurring in P) by the following inductive clauses: 
- if r = 0, rcP is the identity; 
- if I’ > 0, and rr’ is the permutation associated with P’ := ( aO, . . . . a, _ 1 ), 
we must have ar- I a a’r (because the relation R is symmetric, hence so 
is #xx ). If a,.-. I = ar, let rcP = 1~‘. Otherwise there is a unique in (1, . . . . n - I > 
such that ar is obtained from arei by interchanging its ith and (i+ 1 jth 
components. So define 
i+l if rc’(j) = i. 
7cp(.j) := i if 7r’(j) = i + I, 
n’(j) otherwise. 
LEMMA 2. Let a = (si, . . . . s,) be a sequence qf elements of S, and suppose 
a horizontal path with associated permutation TC leads ,jror,! a to a sequence 
T = (t l, . . . . t,,) E S*. For all i E { 1, . . . . n > ooze has 
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(i) si= t,(;,; 
(ii) (si, . . . . s^,, . . . . s, j z (ti, . . . . Zxci,, . .. . t,, j (the circumj’lex ouer a term 
indicates that it is to be omitted); 
(iii) ifn(i)=j and x(i+ l)=k, let 
$ := (f,+ Iv ‘..P fk- 1) if j<k, 
(fx+ I? ...> t-j- 1) if j>k; 
then for each component z of T’ one has z m s, or z m si+ 1. 
ProoJ Straightforward by induction on the length of P for each of the 
items (i)-(iii) (note that if P has length 0, then C= r). l 
LEMMA 3. For any two elemems and t of S. s w t holds if and only if 
S m t holds. 
ProoJ Immediate by inspection of the definition of cr3 together with 
(S2) and (S3). 1 
PROPOSITION. Given two elements x and JJ of S*jz, write x ID y if there 
are elements o and 7 in S * such that o E x, z E y and o D r. The relation ID 
on S */ z has the following confluence property: 
if x ID y1 and x ID y2, then either y1 = ~1~) or there is some JJ E S */ z 
such thar y, ID y and y, ID y. 
ProoJ: If s ID y1, there must be elements gi and g2 of S* such that for 
some SE S one has gr(s3‘) oZ EX and c,g2 E yi. Similarly, x ID y2 implies 
the existence of ri, T,ES* and tES such that r,(tt) T~EX and r1r2~ J’?. In 
particular, there must be a horizontal path P leading from cri(sS) oz to 
tl(ti) rZ in S*. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. Under rrP none of the two positions held by s and S between 
c1 and cz goes to one of the positions held by t and t between t, and r2. 
Then T,S~ contains an occurrence of s and one of S. Let z be the sequence 
obtained from rlrl when deleting these occurrences. Similarly, g102 con- 
tains t and 6 and the sequence c we obtain from c102 by removing these 
occurrences atisfies 0 z t according to item (ii) of Lemma 2. On the other 
hand, by the same item, T splits into two sequences 5’1 and r; such that 
z;(tt-z;%cTo,oz, and similarly B splits into 0; and ai with o;(sSj o; 2 T, TV. 
We have therefore ~1~ ID y and J’~ ID y for the class y represented by 0 
and z. 
Case 2. One of the positions held by s and S between 0, and c2 goes 
under nP into one of the positions held by t and i between z, and TV. Since 
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s CC S and t CC 6 we may assume w.1.o.g. that the position of s goes into that 
of t, hence s = t. If zP sends also the position held by s into that held by 
t, we obtain immediately cr, [T? x zlzz by item (ii) of Lemma 2. Otherwise 
S occurs inside TOTS, say z1 = ,‘Fr” (the case where S occurs inside T: is 
similar). Again by item (ii) of Lemma 2, we know o,az% r'r"i~~, I.e., 
u102- - r’s”j~, since s = t. According to item (iii j of Lemma 2, each compo- 
nent I of T" satisfies z cc s or z cz, S, hence z ~1 S because of Lemma 3. 
Therefore, r”.? z ST”, so that finally we find again IT, cz = tl s2. But the latter 
amounts to ~~~ = y2. 1 
Whenever a binary relation R on a set X has the confluence property we 
just established for ID on S */c, i.e., when xRy, and xRyz implies that 
either y, = J:~, or yIRz and y2Rz for some z E X, then two elements of X 
are equivalent under the equivalence generated by R on X if and only if 
there is an element of X that is accessible from each of those two elements 
by descending R-paths (cf. [S, Theorem I]). This result together with the 
proposition above provides therefore a proof of our claim, and the latter 
combined with Lemma 1 yields the following. 
Decision procedure for M.-groups of type G(S, R): given g and t in S”, 
take any descending path starting from D until you find a reduced p, E S*; 
similarly, find some reduced pz satisfying 5 2 pz. Then [a] = [z J holds if 
and only if p , z pz. This process involves only a finite number of decisions 
of type s CC t, s = t or s = i in S; therefore G(S, R) is decidable provided 
those relations are decidable in S. 
COROLLARY. (i) For any structure (S, R) as in Theorem 4.1, the map 
f: S--f G( S, R) is injective. 
(ii) Suppose the MC-group G is of type G(S, R). Then any sub-M,.- 
group of G generated by a subset of S is again of type G(S’, R’). Specifically, 
when G’ is generated by the set Z c S, then one may take 
S’= {a .zESIaEM,andzEZor?-Z} 
with the action of M and formation of inverses induced from S, and 
R’=((.s, t)ES’xS’Isw tins). 
Proof. (i) is immediate, a sequence in S* being obviously reduced if it 
has only one component. As to (ii), note first of all that the structure 
(S’, R’) defined above clearly satisfies (Sl )-(S3 j of Theorem 4.1, and that 
G(S’, R’) is generated by Z. The problem is whether the inclusion S’ 4 G 
actually extends to a manic from G(S’, R’) to G(S, R). Anyway, an exten- 
sion exists because S’ 4 G satisfies (it(iii) of Theorem 4.1; let us call it cp. 
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For an element g of G(S’, R’) represented by the sequence (sl, . . . . s,), one 
has that cp(g) is again represented by (s,, . . . . s,) viewed as an element of S*. 
With our decision-method at hand, we know that cp will be manic provided 
any descending path in S* starting from an element of (S’)* lies wholly 
inside (S’)*. The latter, in turn, amounts to requiring any two elements  
and t of S’ to satisfy (i): ifs co t holds in S, then s uz t holds in S’, and (ii): 
if s = i in S. then s = i in S’. Now, the hypothesis of (i) is equivalent with 
(s, t) E R’, hence it does imply s CC t in S’ according to the definition of mso; 
finally, (ii) is obvious. 1 
5. PRINCIPAL CLOSURE OPERATIONS ON G(M,.), 
AND THE CORRESPONDING SHEAVES 
The category of MC-groups has one further nice feature: there is an 
extremely simple condition on M that guarantees the existence of a non- 
trivial universal closure operation on s(M,. j, and the corresponding 
sheaves are very easy to describe. 
For a fixed element d of M, consider the following operation: given two 
MC-groups H and G with Hd G, define 
Thus j,(H) is the inverse image of H under the map g H d . g from G into 
G. The latter being a homomorphism of groups, j,(H) is again a subgroup 
of G, but it is not necessarily closed under the action of A4 on G. In 
particular, when D denotes the subobject of T(x) generated by d .x, one 
has that j,(D) is closed under the action of A4 if and only if d satisfies the 
following condition 
(D) for any a E M there is some b EM such that 
d.a=b.d. 
To prove that (D) is necessary, one may use the decision-procedure of the 
previous section. On the other hand, when (Dj is satisfied, then j,(H) is 
a sub-MC-group of G whenever H is. Moreover, all of the axioms on 
universal closure operations then are satisfied for ji, except the third 
one: j,(j,(H)) is generally not contained in j,(H). We therefore define 
inductively 
j,(H) := H, j,+,(H) :=j,(j,W)). 
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clearly H6jl(H)6 ... <jk(H)djk+l(H)d . . . . and we let 
j(H):= u jk(H)={gEGIdkgEHforsomek>Oi. 
k E N 
This new operation j is a universal closure operation on s(M,.), and in 
view of Remark 1.3(i), it is the smallest universal closure operation on 
G(M,) for which D H U( 1) is dense. We thus call it the principal closure 
operatiolz induced by d. 
Let us determine the category of j-sheaves. Any sheaf F has to be 
orthogonal with D --+ U(x), i.e., any morphism c(: D -+ F has to extend 
uniquely to a morphism Cc from U(X) to F. Since both D and a(x) are 
generated by one element, any sheaf F must therefore satisfy the following 
condition: 
(*) whenever go F is the image of d .x under some morphism from 
D to F, there is a unique element g’ in F such that g = d. g’. 
We shall see that (*) is also sufficient for F to be a sheaf. Let WH G be 
j-dense, i.e., G = U j,(H). We must show that any a: H-t F extends 
uniquely to all of G, and it is clearly enough to prove the existence of a 
unique extension of E to each j,(H). We thus reduce to the case G = j,(H). 
So let g E j,(H), i.e., d. g E H. Then ix(d. g) is easily seen to be the image 
of some morphism from D to F, hence according to (*) there is a unique 
g’ E F such that cc(d. g) = d. g’. We define E(g) to be this g’. Now, (* j 
implies also that two elements g, and g, of F agree as soon as 
d. g, = d. gz; this fact is an efficient tool for proving that (i) or is actually 
a homomorphism of M,-groups; (ii) E does extend cr; and (iii j X is unique 
with (i) and (ii). 
6. UNIVERSAL CLOSURE OPERATIONS ON G(.M,) 
THAT ARE NOT INDUCED BY LOCALIZATIONS 
We are now finally ready to exhibit monoids M such that on U2(M,); the 
bijection between localizations and sheaf-categories breaks down. 
Throughout this section we work with monoids containing an element d of 
the type considered in the previous section: and we write j for the principal 
closure operation induced by d on the category of M,-groups. 
We shall be mainly concerned with the MC-group G, generated in li(.u) 
by the elements d. s and c. X, c being the “centralizing” element of M. 
Clearly G, H U(x) is j-dense. We give conditions on M ensuring that the 
coproduct of G,,H U(x) with the identity of lI( 1.) is DQt j-manic. This 
phenomenon is incompatible with j-dense monies being precisely those 
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monies inverted by some left exact reflection, whence in that case j cannot 
be induced by a localization. 
6.1. With the work done in Section 4, we can give a good description 
of all the MC-groups involved. Using the notation of 4.2, we have 
T(x) = G(S(x), 12(), and in view of the corollary in 4.4 we may identify Go 
with G(S,,, R,), where 
and 
so= ((a, ~)ES(X)(aEM.cuM.d} 
I?,= {(s, t)ESOxSoIsm tins). 
In order to form the coproducts of G, and U(X) with U(l), we better 
choose y as the generator for the second copy of U( 1), so that 
U( 1) = U(y) = G(S( y), @), and thus 
while 
U(x)[y]=U(x)lt U(y)=U(2)=G(S(x, y),(zIb 
Consider now the morphism 
that arises as the coproduct of G, r+ U(x) with the identity of U(J~). There 
are two elements of GO[y] that p will certainly identify: these are c .x + J’ 
and y+ c .x because of the centralizing action of c, and because U(x)[y] 
does contain x. On the opposite, G,[J~] need not contain x, hence inside 
GO[~l] it might be impossible to realize that c .x has something to do with 
the centralizer c. This is the only reason that prevents the following claim 
from being unreasonable: there are monoids M such that c .?c + y and 
y + c . x are different in G,[ ,r], and more generally 
Claim. For all k 3 0 d” . (c .x + y) and dk. (y + c. x) are different in 
GoCYI- 
When these inequalities hold, ,u cannot be j-manic, for the pair (c . x + J’, 
y + c .x) lies in any case in the kernel-pair K of p, and our claim states that 
it does not lie in the closure of the diagonal A of GO[~z]. i.e., A =+ K fails 
to be dense. 
6.2. Now, dk. (c .x + y) is represented in GO[~>] by the sequence 
(dkr, .x, dky), and d” . (y + c .x) by (dky, dkc .x); both these sequences are 
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clearly reduced. With our decision-procedure at hand, the problem 
amounts to knowing whether or not d”c .I ‘~g d”y. When going back to the 
definition of rx) in 4.3, the relevant clause is the second one: there might be 
a pair (s’, t’ ) of elements of S, u S(v) and a E M, such that dkc. s = a. s’, 
dk>,=u. t’, and either (s’, t’) E R,, or s’= c.: or t’= c .r for some 
z E So u S( 21). The possibility (s’, t’) E R,, is readily excluded for it is incom- 
patible with at’ = d’y lying in S( I*). Therefore, our claim will stand if we 
ensure the following: 
for all k>O, aEMand ZES~US(J,) one has 
dkc.x#a.cz and d”y #a. cz. 
The point is that we need only examine L E S, u S( .r) (it may be instructive 
to go back to the example of Section 2); thus dk. c. x = a. c . z can hold 
only if for some a’ E M one has z = a’ . c . x or z = a’ . d. X, and moreover 
(i) dk .c=a.c.a’.c, or 
(ii) dk. c=a.c.a’.d. 
Similarly, dky = a. c . z is possible only if for some a’ E M one has 
(iii) d” = a . c . a’. 
Thus, establishing our claim amounts to finding monoids where none of 
the equations (i)--(iii) can hold. 
6.3. Here is a first example: consider the free monoid Z* of all words 
on the infinite alphabet Z = (d) u (cij in N ) and let A4 be the quotient of 
C* under the relations 
ci+ I .d=d -ci (iE N). 
Then the element of M represented by d visibly has property (D) we 
required for inducing a principal closure operation on G(M,), and with 
(the element of M represented by’) c := c0 as centralizer, one sees easily 
that none of the equations (i)-(iii) can hold. 
Consider more generally monoids M obtained as follows: 
(MO) (i) there is an alphabet Z containing at least two distinct 
elements d and c, and M is the quotient of Z* under a family of relations 
(Ri)ier, each Ri being of type 
ci. d = iTi, 
1 In the sequel, we leave the reader to distinguish between a word of Z* and the element 
of A4 it represents. 
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where si and 6; are words over 2; 
(ii) for each u E Z- {d} there is an i E I such that bi is the word du. 
Note that (ii) ensures condition (D), so d then does induce a principal 
closure operation on G (M,.). 
6.4. DEFINITION. When Z and a set of relations (sj. d= bi)i,, on C* are 
given, write for any two words v: and p over Z: 
(i) M D 8, if /I is obtained from CL by replacing an occurrence of si. d 
inside a by hi for some iE Z; 
(ii) c( > /I, if there are words txi, . . . . a, in Z* such that c( = c~i, /j = a,, 
and ~l~~~l;+i for all in {l,...,r- l}. 
Clearly, two words of Z* represent he same element of M if and only if 
they are equivalent under the equivalence generated on Z* by D . 
6.5. LEMMA. Suppose (MO) holds, and the relations (ci. d = 6i)ia I hatle 
the following properties: 
(Ml) fpr each iE Z, &i is non-empty and netter contains d; 
(M2) iffor some \i,ord p of C* one has ci = ,u E] for some i, j E I, then 
i = j (hence p is the ernptJ1 word, and 5, = 6,). 
Then the relation D on C* has the confluence property: if LID PI and 
c( D P2, then either PI = /I?, or there is a word /I such that PI D /I and p2 D /?. 
Proof: Any word CI on C may be written uniquely as a, ... CI,, where for 
each v E { 1, . . . . n - 11, LX, is of type cc:. d, and neither cr;, . . . . a;-, nor LY, 
contain d. If c( D jr and a D /Iz, there must be k and m in { 1, . . . . n - I> such 
that 8, is obtained from a by replacing ak by some word /Ik with ah- D Pk, 
and similarly a D fi2 is due to a,, D p,,?. If k # m, then a, is still present in 
B and when replacing a,,, by p,,r inside br, we obtain a word /I satisfying 
bA;h /Ii D p and /?z D 8. When k = ni, we must have a/; D ok and ak D p,; 
thus a6 ends as well on ei as on sj for some i, Jo I. But (M2) ensures that 
this is possible only if i = j, hence Bk = p,, and therefore b1 = PI. 1 
6.6. THEOREM. Suppose the nzonoid A4 is obtainedfrom a free monoid 27 
under relations (ci. d = S,),, I subject to (MO))( M2), and satisj@ng moreotler 
(M3 j for all i E Z, E; does not contain c; 
(M4) di is never the empty word. 
Then there is a universal closure operation on G(M,) that is not induced bl 
a localization. 
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Proqf: We show that none of the identities (i)-(iii) of 6.2 can hold in 
such a monoid. Note first of all that dk. c and dk both are minimal w.r.t. 
> because they cannot contain terms of type ai. d with si subject to (M 1). 
The result of Newman quoted in 4.4 together with our previous lemma 
imply therefore that those identities can hold only if there are words cx and 
E’ in Z* such that one has (i) CI. c . CI’ .c 2 dk . c, (ii) IX. c . a’ . A3 d” . c, or 
(iii) c( c. a’ > dk. But it follows from (M3) and (M4) that a situation of 
type ~1. c. /I 3 y can occur only if y may be written as y1 . c . ;!I with j(? 
non-empty if fl is non-empty. This observation settles all three cases. 1 
6.7. FURTHER EXAMPLES. In contrast with the example on an infinite 
alphabet we gave at the beginning of 6.3, here is a “minimal” example: let 
C = (c, d, U, L’ > and take the following relations: 
u.c.d=d.c, u u d = d u, c.L,.d=d.L>. 
An “intermediate” example is the following: if Z = jd, cO, ..~, c,,) with n > 2, 
let c = c0 and take the relations 
ci+,.d=d.ci for in {O, 1, . . . . n-2), 
CR-l. c,, . d = d . c,, ~ I, and c,;c,;d=d.c,,. 
Obviously, many other possibilities subsist, and we shall give some more 
examples at the end of the next section. Note however that no finite 
monoid M can be produced by our methods, since (MO) requires the 
relations on Z* to be all of type E;. d = hi, hence any two words on Z not 
containing d represent different elements of A4 as soon as they are different 
in Z*. 
7. CASES WHERE SHEAFIFICATION DOES NOT PRESERVE MONKS 
Once we have ensured the existence of universal closure operations that 
are not induced by localizations, the next question is of course: what about 
left exactness of the associated sheaf functor? Indeed, if the corresponding 
sheaf-categories turned out to be localizations, we would still have a bijection 
among localizations and sheaf-categories; the only “non-classical” 
phenomenon would be that of two different closure operations giving rise 
to the same sheaf-category; i.e., we would simply loose the possibility of 
classifying localizations and/or sheaf-categories by closure operations. 
What happens instead is that in various cases, sheahfication is so far from 
left exactness that it does not even preserve monies. 
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We obtain this result by adding one more axiom on-&L The idea is the 
following: one remarks that to give a homomorphism from D to a model 
F of our theory amounts to picking an element g of F such that all the 
equations of type o(d.x)=o’(d.x) that hold in T(x) for d.x-o and o’ 
being unary operations of T-hold also for g in F. Our characterization of 
j-sheaves therefore says that a sheaf is an object F whose elements atisfy 
the equations on d . x precisely when they are of type d g for some g E F. 
Consequently, the stronger d is characterized among the elements of M, the 
easier it becomes to be a sheaf, and it then might happen that some sub- 
model G of G,[ JJ] containing c x + J’ is a sheaf. But in that case the manic 
G--, G,[ JJ] cannot be reflected as a manic. The latter is established in 
Theorem 7.5, whereas the rest of the section is devoted to showing that the 
subobject of G,[ J] generated by c . s and y is indeed a sheaf, when such 
an axiom is added. 
7.1. We continue considering monoids A4 that arise from a free monoid 
C* under a family of relations (.sj. d = di)iEl subject to (MO)-(M4), and we 
require moreover 
(M5) There are two distinct letters u,, and tll in LY- (c, d} such that 
(i) for some iEl, the ith relation on z* is 
u,.d=u,.d, 
and no other sj starts on ul; 
(ii) for all FEZ, si does not start on uO. 
7.2. LEMMA. Suppose M satisfies (MO)-(M5), and let u E Z be either the 
letter u1 of (M5) or any letter on which no &i ever starts. Then one has 
(i) for all a, b E M, if ua = ub, then a = 6; 
(ii) when u = ul, one has even that for atoll v EZ, va= ub implies 
a = 6, and if furthermore v # uI, then va = ub can hold only if v = uO and 
bed .M; 
(iii) when u # c, then an equation of type 
a.c.x,=u.x, 
can hold in M or+1 if a E u . AL 
ProoJ: We exploit of course what we found in the previous section, i.e., 
that two words CI and /I of .X* represent he same element of hf if and only 
if there is y EC* such that a > y and /? 2 1’. Thus, in case no .si starts on U, 
(i) follows from the fact that c( 2 1~ can hold only when y is of form u . LY’ 
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with cc>a’. In case u=ul, note that if u,.a>y, then either y=u, .a and 
CI 3 CI’, or the relation U, . d = u0 . d has been used, i.e., there is some LX’ such 
that Ixad.a’, and u,.cc>y is due to u,.d.~‘~uO.d.cr’>y. But since no 
ci starts on u0 nor on d, our previous argument shows that any such y must 
be of type ~4~. d. cl” with a’ >, d. a”. Item (iii) follows similarly-the remark 
at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.6 may be useful. 1 
7.3. LEMMA. Suppose M satisfies (MOt(MS), and let (S,) R,) be 
the substructure of (SO u S( y ), R,) (cJ 6.1) \\+th S, consisting of S( y ) 
togethet with those (a, x) or (a, X) for which a E M. c, whiie 
R, = ((s, t) E S, x S, 1 s cxj t i/z S, u S( ~1)). Given two elements s and t of S, 
and UE {d, uO, zr,}, one has: 
(i) us=ut-e-s= t; 
(ii) L4s=zos=t‘ 
(iii) 14s cc ut 0 s a2 t; 
(iv) u,s=u,,t~s= t, and both are of t?pe d. t’.for some t’ESl. 
Proof. Straightforward using the previous lemma together with the 
following hints. Any element of S, being a pair of type (a, 5) with a E J4, 
equality in S, is essentially decided in M-(i) and (ii) are thus easily 
settled. For dealing (iii), note that when s and t belong to S,, then s CC t 
holds in S, iff it holds in S, u S(y), and one checks readily that this 
amounts to the following: either s = t or s = t; or there is an u E M such that 
(s, t) = a . (s’, t’), and s’=c.z or t’zc.2 
holds for three elements ’, t’, 2’ of S, all of which belong to S(x) as soon 
as one of them does. Now use item (iii) of the previous lemma. Item (iv) 
is delicate, for example it is false when S, is replaced by S, u S(y) (take 
s = t = (d, x)). It is true for S, essentially because d . t’ E S, implies t’ E S,) 
or: d a E M . c implies a E M . c, and the latter is established by arguments 
similar to those of the previous proof. 1 
7.4. PROPOSITION. When M satisfies (MO)-( M5): then the sub-MC-group 
G qf Go[ y] generated bl, c .x and y is u sheaf H’ith respect to j. 
ProoJ: According to the characterization of j-sheaves in Section 5, we 
must show that if an element g of G occurs as the image of d .x under some 
homomorphism from D to G, then it is of type d .g’ for a unique g’ E G. 
Now, any such g must of course satisfy ~1~ . g = uO. g, and we claim this is 
sufficient for being of type d . g’. The corollary of Section 4.4 allows us to 
identify G with G( S, , R, ), and there g is represented by a reduced sequence 
cr = (sl, . . . . s,) of elements of S1. Because of items (ik(ii) of the previous 
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lemma, 21, .(T and u0 c are again reduced, hence u1 . g = u0 . g amounts to 
the existence of a horizontal path from U, . g to 24,, . C. For some permutation 
n on n elements, we therefore have ur .sj= 110 .sZCi) for all in (1, . . . . n}; but 
then, by item (iv) of the previous lemma, each sj is of form d .s: for some 
s; E S,) in other words: CJ = d . (s’,, . . . . sk). We are left with showing that 
d . g = d . g’ implies g = g’ in G. We use again items (i)-(iii) of the previous 
lemma with u = d this time: they imply that a sequence r of elements of S, 
is reduced if and only if so is d. r, and that a horizontal path from d ‘7 to 
d .r’ exists if and only if there is one from z to 7’. 1 
1.5. THEOREM. For any monoid M obtained from a free monoid E* under 
relations of type (.zi.d =~5;)~,[ satisfying (MO)-( M5), there is a universal 
closure operation on G (AI,.) whose associated sheqf finctor @s to preserve 
monomorphisms. 
Proqf: We show that the reflection of the manic G--+ G,[ ,I] is no 
longer manic, G being as before the iVC-group generated in G,[ V] by c . x 
and y. Since GO* U(x) is dense, G, and U(x) are identified under 
sheafification, hence so are GO[~l] and T(x)[ ~1 because sheatification 
preserves coproducts. This means that the universal arrow from Go[y] to 
a sheaf factors through our morphism p from 6.1, and we know the latter 
identifies the elements c . x + JJ and y + c. X. We also learned in Section 6 
that these two elements are different in G,,[v]. Since they live of course 
in G, they are different there, too. But G being a sheaf, the reflection of 
GH G,[y] is G--r G,[ JJ] followed by the universal map from G,[ ~1 to 
a sheaf, hence it does identify two different elements. 1 
7.6. FURTHER EXAMPLES. In the examples we gave in Section 6, Z does 
not have elements that may deserve as u,, and U, subject to (M5). They are 
however readily modified so to do the job. 
(i) Let ,Z = {d > u {ci 1 ie N >, and take the relations 
c2.d=c,.d, and (,~~+~.d=d.c~)~~~. 
Then with c = c,, representing the centralizer, and z10 = c1 and u1 = cl, all of 
(MOk(M5) are satisfied. 
(ii) Let C= (c, d, uO, ur, MI), and take the relations 
u,.d=u,,.d, 1%’ . a, . d = d . c, w~cq,~d=d-uO, 
11’ . a,,. . d = d . MJ, w-cxl .d=d.u,, 
where OI,, Q,, cur, and a,. are four distinct words on {z+,, ur, KJ> not 
terminating on u1 and all having equal length m > 2 (the latter ensures 
W2)). 
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This example allows many variations, for one may insert among the rela- 
tions any set of equations of type n’ . CI . d = 6, with 0: varying in the set of 
words of length m on (uO, zcI, W) not terminating on zdl, and 6, subject 
only to being non-empty. 
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